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thoughts on aesthetics,
designers as makers of visual culture

the voice of your book as an 
educator, informer,
agent of social change? 





















what is 
GOOD 
design? 





http://www.spatialinformationdesignlab.org/people.php?id=18









FOOD + 
SYSTEM 



















What kind
of designer 
do you want 
to be?









What is the 
purpose of 
the book?





Who is your 
audience?











FOOD + 
SYSTEM 









tool for 
teaching + 
educating
informing 











System















MAP 
IT OUT~!



Build 
a prototype~







CRAFT







Review 
contents~







What do you want to investigate?

How do you know what to investigate it?

PROCESS

let it drive your ideas

experiment

test-drive

tr y things

fail

tr y more

fail

tr y

tr y

tr y

GRAPHIC DESIGN 03 
SAN FRANCISCO 
STATE UNIVERSITY

DAI 525

DOCUMENT

DELIVERABLES

Quantitative map / char t etc.

Qualitative map / char t etc.

 

publication:

issuu

blurb

web site

e-pub

MAPS

ATLAS

SYSTEM / KEY
make record of attempts

archive in PROCESS BOOK

sketches

drawings

photographs

studies

diagrams

Look around you....

4 EXERCISES

 interactive

 scale?

 print?

 web?

 drawing?

 3D?



Grading / Deliverables 
4 Exercises relating to Map process @ 25 points each = 100 points
2 Maps @ 100 points each = 200 points 
System / Key @ 100 points each = 100 points
Process Book = 100 points
Final Deliverable ATLAS / Presentation = 100 points

Total possible points: 600



4 Exercises 
Each exercise will assist you with the development of your 
project maps. They are intended to introduce methodologies 
for data visualization
 
Quantitative Map
Create a visual representation of the structure and form of 
your site. example:
a visual char t of the contents of your personal food pantr y

DELIVERABLES



Qualitative Map
Create a visual representation of the expressive and emotive 
aspects of your investigation [conceptual]
example: a map that illustrates an aspect of your food pantr y 
that extends beyond the physical space where the contents 
are held.

System / Key
Create a system for the translation for one of your maps.
This should be based on what you have developed and
assessed and included in the map’s presentation.



Process
Records of your investigations, sketches, drawings, photo-
graphs, written notes, found imagery and objects. Some
process highlights will be included in your Atlas. All process 
will be included in your process book.

ATLAS
1. A compilation of your research and production of the maps.
2. Multi-page PDF (upload to iLearn) including: 
 a. Documentation/image of final pieces. Include previous   
 images of quantitative, qualitatively prototypes.
 b. Written introduction to the project
 c. Essay (~1000 words) 
 d. Guideline explaining and demonstrating the system used  
 to translate (visual if applicable)



EXERCISE 01

Visualize Information:
Create a visual representation of your path to the grocery 
store or the place you are most likely to buy food.

A   B

“Map a system that has never been depicted before. A result
of our inherent human curiosity, this goal is tied to the most an-
cient car tographic ambition: por tray a new unfamiliar territory.”

Visual Complexity: Mapping Patterns of Information,
Manuel Lima



EXERCISE 01

Present research and initial explorations or process
on Thursday, August 30

Present phase one 
DOCUMENTATION:

photographs of journey
drawings
found objects
maps that already exist to help you navigate
screen shots of street views
sketches of path to source of food
shape of path







Phase 02

CLARIFY
- make the system understandable, intelligible, and transpar-
ent. Communicate in a simple, effective ay, the network visu-
alizations become powerful means for information processing 
and understanding

REVEAL - Find a hidden pattern in or explicit new insight into 
the system, or in other words, a polished gem of knowledge 
from a flat data set.



EXPAND - Serve as a vehicle for other uses and set the stage 
for fur ther exploration. This simple structure might become a 
complementar y par t of a larger work, ie. Map 01 or Map 02

ABSTRACT - Explore the networked schema as a platform 
for abstract representation [Qualitative Map]
Network visualization can be a vehicle for hypothetical and 
metaphorical expression, depicting a variety of intangible
concepts that might not even rely on an existing data set



INTRODUCTION TO MAPPING FOR A NARRATIVE ATLAS 

http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/110/
mapping  
 



MAP 
IT OUT~!


